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ABSTRACT This paper presents a hierarchical framework for on-road trajectory planning in complex traffic
environments. Firstly, the processing of sparse coarse trajectories involves the utilization of DP (Dynamic
Programming) generation and interpolation techniques. Then, for the waypoints with collision risk in the
smoothed trajectory, the spiral search method is used to find some safe alternate waypoints. The alternate
waypoints and the previous ones without collision risk form the amended trajectory. Concurrently, safety
tunnels are constructed along the amended trajectory for the ego vehicle. Furthermore, with the constraint
conditions of vehicle kinematics model and safety tunnels, nonlinear program (NLP) optimization is carried
out for the amended trajectory of ego vehicle to obtain smooth and safe trajectories. For typical cases,
simulation experiments demonstrate that the ego vehicle can ensure collision safety in dynamic traffic
scenarios, while maintaining smooth vehicle velocity and small jitter of the front wheel angle. The proposed
trajectory planning framework provides a novel decision-making method for connected and automated
vehicles (CAVs).

INDEX TERMS Trajectory planning, nonlinear program optimization, connected and automated vehicles.

I. INTRODUCTION
The concept of automated vehicles has long captivated human
beings for more convenient mobility and safer traffic expe-
riences. At the very stroke of the DARPA Grand Challenge
launched by the U.S. Department of Defense in 2004, the
physical feasibility of automated vehicles reignited interest
around the world [1]. Researchers hoped that automated
vehicles could reduce traffic accidents and alleviate driver
fatigue, and a lot of new technologies subsequently popped
up on modules such as perception, localization, planning, and
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control. To further enhance safety, efficiency, convenience,
and fuel consumption, the concept of connected and auto-
mated vehicles (CAVs) has been proposed, which leverages
vehicle-to-everything (V2X) communication to improve tra-
jectory planning [2]. Currently, both industry and academia
continue to increase R&D investment and the related research
is in full swing. The technology of CAVs is developing
rapidly worldwide in recent years [3], [4], [5].
Methods for multi-vehicle coordination can effectively

control traffic participants to improve traffic efficiency and
ensure driving safety in various traffic scenarios with multi-
lane roads. Existing research on multi-lane coordination of
CAVs includes lane assignment at intersections, merges,
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splits, and roundabouts, as well as multi-lane formation con-
trol with minimal following error and fluctuation [6], [7].
Coordinated control modes for CAVs encompass behaviors
such as following, lane changing, and overtaking on roads
with multiple lanes [8].

The ultimate goal of multi-vehicle coordinated control is to
plan the trajectories of the relevant vehicles in a spatiotempo-
rally efficient manner. Numerous models and strategies have
been proposed to investigate CAV trajectory policies. How-
ever, trajectory planning on structured roads entails planning
a feasible spatiotemporal channel while considering coopera-
tive vehicles, pedestrians, road geographies, lanes, and traffic
signals in complex driving environments.

For trajectory planning, sample-based methods randomly
sample the state space to exhaustively explore possible mod-
els and filter out approximate optimal solutions [9]. The
Rapidly-exploring Random Tree (RRT) is a classical trajec-
tory planning algorithm based on incremental sampling [10].
However, the RRT algorithm is known for its meandering
paths, inaccurate terminal states, and slow exploration, which
renders it inefficient for automated vehicles despite vari-
ous improvements [11], [12]. The RRT algorithm is more
commonly used for trajectory planning in slow automated
vehicles and indoor robots [13].

Search-based methods involve traversing a lattice state
space to identify optimal waypoints, which typically include
algorithms such as A∗, Dijkstra, and DP. The A∗ algorithm,
which uses a heuristic function to search for optimal paths in
connected graphs, can obtain the node sequence connecting
the initial and final nodes. However, the A∗ algorithm is
characterized by drawbacks such as getting stuck in dead
ends, high memory consumption, and no guarantee of tra-
jectory planning quality [14], [15]. The Dijkstra algorithm,
a heuristic search algorithm for finding the single-source
shortest path, can be viewed as a simplified version of the
A∗ algorithm. However, it suffers from similar issues of low
efficiency, occasional lack of optimal solutions, and high
memory overhead [16], [17]. Although the DP algorithm is
effective for solving multi-layer planning problems, it has
some limitations. As the dimension of the variable increases,
the total computation and storage requirements increase
sharply, and it may even suffer from the curse of dimension-
ality [18], [19]. The parallel architecture of GPU hardware
can be leveraged to accelerate trajectory planning for CAV
formation using the DP algorithm [20].
The trajectories obtained through the search-based method

are discrete states and do not consider the intermediate way-
points between the traversed points. Furthermore, enhancing
decision-making efficiency and reducing storage overhead
are additional considerations for sparse trajectory process-
ing. In recent studies on the formation control of Connected
and Autonomous Vehicles (CAVS) [21], traffic flow con-
trol at no-signal intersections [22], and traffic flow control
at split or merge lanes [23], [24], coarse trajectory plan-
ning has been commonly employed for various purposes.

When linearly connecting coarse trajectories, the vehicle dis-
placement remains continuous but often lacks smoothness,
resulting in discontinuous velocities for all trajectory states.
This linear connection may exceed the tracking capabilities
of the physical vehicle. Nonlinear interpolation serves as a
refinement approach for coarse trajectories. Effective exam-
ples of nonlinear interpolation include the transfer regression
model or B-spline curve interpolation for rough trajecto-
ries. By utilizing these methods, accurate prediction results
can be obtained, significantly reducing the workload of the
trajectory planner [25], [26]. In addition, Gaussian process
regression is introduced to smooth the generatedmulti vehicle
interaction trajectories [27], and generative adversarial learn-
ing frameworks are used to learn the potential distribution of
waypoints [28].
However, using nonlinear interpolation to refine the coarse

trajectory introduces another issue: the interpolated way-
points of the trajectory may exceed the safe range, leading
to potential collision risks.

Further iterations of numerical constrained optimization
can be applied to the intermediate trajectory to enhance the
quality of the trajectory [29]. A tracking planner can optimize
parametric reference trajectories by utilizing lattice sampling
to ensure the satisfaction of kinodynamic constraints [30].
Alternatively, a specific algorithm can be employed to gener-
ate multiple candidate paths, and subsequently, an objective
function can be utilized to select the optimal trajectory.
This method can also be considered as an indirect form of
numerical optimization [31]. Another method in the same
category involves the generation and evaluation of clothoid
tentacles in the reference frame using various criteria [32].
These optimization methods either optimize rough trajecto-
ries within a large search space or evaluate a considerable
number of candidate trajectories. However, challenges related
to computational load and node accuracy remain. Iterative
trajectory optimization methods can be employed to progres-
sively handle complex constraints, gradually reducing the
constraint conditions. Nevertheless, it is important to note that
this iterative approach may be time-consuming [33].

To address the aforementioned issues, we propose a hier-
archical scheme for trajectory planning of Connected and
Autonomous Vehicles (CAVS) on structured roads. The
proposed scheme consists of multiple layers that work hier-
archically to refine the trajectory. In this scheme, the edge
cloud module collects relevant information, such as vehicle
states, road geometries, and traffic signs, either through road
testing equipment or V2X communication. This information
is then transmitted to the trajectory planning module of the
ego vehicle. The trajectory planning module, based on the
current traffic state, determines the ego-vehicle trajectory.
It operates with three layers: the coarse trajectory layer, the
smoothed trajectory layer, and the tunnel optimization layer.
Each higher layer serves as a refinement of the lower layer,
leading to a gradual reduction in the search space and com-
putational load. Finally, the refined trajectories are sent to the
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FIGURE 1. Hierarchical diagram of trajectory planning for ego vehicle
(HD, zoom support).

vehicle actuator, enabling the execution of specific tasks such
as steering, acceleration, and braking. A hierarchical diagram
representing the trajectory planning process is depicted in
Fig. 1.

In this paper, the authors initially focus on the coarse
trajectory planning with random traffic settings, then con-
struct safe regions of tunnel constraints for the smoothed
trajectories, and finally conduct constraint optimization for
the amended trajectories to obtain the feasible trajectories for
the ego vehicle. Specifically, the contributions in this paper
are as follows:

1) In the Frenet frame, the DP (Dynamic Programming)
generation and interpolation techniques are used to process
sparse coarse trajectories. This approach guarantees that
the generated waypoints are physically feasible within the
trajectory-smoothed layer.

2) Based on the smoothed trajectory, the spiral search
method is utilized to seek the amended trajectory nearby the
waypoints with latent collision risk, and the safe tunnels for
the front and rear axles of the ego vehicle are dynamically
constructed.

3) Building upon the amended trajectory and safe tunnels,
the NLP (Nonlinear Programming) optimization is employed
to further refine the trajectory of the ego vehicle. The opti-
mization process takes into account various constraints and
objectives to generate a trajectory that is both safe and
smooth.

The remainder of this paper is organized as fol-
lows. Section II demonstrates coarse trajectory planning.
Section III presents the problem of trajectory smoothing in
line with vehicle kinematics. Section IV reveals the prob-
lem of constrained optimization of trajectories within the
safety tunnels. Simulation results are shown in Section V,
and Section VI concludes our efforts described throughout
the paper.

II. COARSE TRAJECTORY PLANNING
To effectively model the traffic scene, a comprehensive
understanding of the relevant information within the sam-
pling horizon is imperative. This includes factors such as

road geometry, road boundaries, lane lines, the status of
cooperative vehicles, the intended movements of cooperative
vehicles, the maximum steering angle of the ego vehicle,
the maneuverability of the ego vehicle, traffic regulations,
etc. Certain data can be seamlessly provided to the trajectory
planner through V2X from the edge cloud. V2X communica-
tion is typically implemented using wireless communication
technologies such as Dedicated Short-Range Communica-
tions (DSRC) or Cellular Vehicle-to-Everything (C-V2X)
technology. These technologies allow vehicles to transmit and
receive data, over short to medium ranges, enabling seam-
less communication between vehicles and their surroundings.
V2X facilitates cooperative maneuvers between vehicles,
such as merging, lane changing, and platooning, by sharing
position, velocity, and trajectory data, leading to safer and
smoother trajectory planning. Conversely, the remaining data
can be acquired through the detection sensors of the ego
vehicle.

To streamline the representation of the road grid with a
continuous heading angle, we utilize the Frenet frame (s, l)
to describe any given waypoint P. Here, the s coordinate axis
aligns with the road reference line, while the l coordinate axis
is perpendicular to it.

When traversing the optimal trajectory, it is essential to
choose the shortest path within the given time interval and
verify whether the current path intersects with a moving
cooperative vehicle in the Frenet frame. Simultaneously, the
absolute coordinates of point P will be utilized. Assuming
that the projection of point P onto the road reference line
corresponds to point p1, the coordinates of p1 in the Frenet
frame are denoted as (s, 0). Additionally, in the Cartesian
frame, this point can be expressed as (x(s), y(s)), where x(s)
and y(s) represent the horizontal and vertical coordinates
in the Cartesian frame, respectively. The tangent direction
angle of point p1 at the road reference line is represented by
Equation (1).

θ= arctan
(
y(s)
x(s)

)
(1)

In the Cartesian frame, the point P can be represented as
Equation (2) - (3).

x = x (s) + l cos(θ +
π

2
) (2)

y = y (s) + l sin(θ +
π

2
) (3)

Assuming that the ego vehicle undergoes K steps of node
traversal in total and travels Ns (i) nodes in each step in the s
direction of the sampling horizon, where the distance between
adjacent nodes in the s direction is 1s, and the travel time of
each step is 1T . The velocity of the vehicle in the s direction
can be determined by Equation (4).

Vs (s) =
Ns (i) 1s

1T
,Ns(i) ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . ,p} , s∈ {1, 2, . . . ,K }

(4)
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The maximum length of each step, 1L, can be got as
Equation (5).

1L = p1s (5)

In Equation (4), if Vs (s) is equal to 0, it indicates that the
ego vehicle is obstructed by a stationary surrounding vehicle,
and the ego vehicle must either be in a parked state or unable
to proceed in the s direction. This represents the lower limit of
velocity in the s travel direction. On the other hand, if Vs (s)
is equal to p1s

1T , it signifies that the velocity of the ego vehicle
has reached the upper limit in the s direction, suggesting a
relatively smooth traffic situation ahead.

In the Frenet frame, the coordinates of the left boundary
point L on the road surface can be represented as (s, ll (s)),
while the coordinates of the right boundary point R can be
represented as (s, lr (s)). Here, ll (s) and lr (s) are functions
of s, respectively.

Taking into account the body width of the ego vehicle, the
actual upper and lower limits of the road surface in l direction
can be expressed as Equation (6) - (7).

llc = ll (s) −
Dv+Dr

2
(6)

lrc = lr (s) +
Dv+Dr

2
(7)

where Dv and Dr are the width and its allowance for the ego
vehicles, respectively.

Assuming that in the l direction, the ego vehicle travels
Nl (j) nodes in each step, the distance between the adjacent
nodes in the l direction is 1l, and the travel time of each step
is 1T . Then the velocity of the vehicle in the l direction is
expressed by Equation (8).

Vl (s) =
Nl (j) 1l

1T
,Nl (i) ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . ,q} (8)

where q is the maximum number of nodes that the ego vehicle
travels in the l direction.
The position at the initial instant of the ego vehicle, denoted

as s0 and l0, is known for each sampling horizon. During
each step of the trajectory, the ego vehicle traverses Ns (i)
nodes in the s direction and Nl (j) nodes in the l direction.
The final position of the Nl (j) nodes in the l direction can be
determined by Equation (9).

lb = lrc + (llc − lrc) ∗
Nl (j)
q

,Nl (j) ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . ,q} (9)

It is crucial to evaluate the total cost value of every potential
trajectory, which comprises the initial step to the final step.

The cost value is determined by the cost function, which
should be designed based on the specific characteristics of
driving, such as safety, traffic efficiency, energy consump-
tion, ride comfort, and other relevant factors. The total cost
function can be expressed by Equation (10).

Cost =

∑k

i=1

(
γ (i) + ws

1
Vs (i)

+ wlVl (i) + wθθ (i)

+wmmean(l (i))) (10)

The first term in the accumulated cost function stands
for the collision safety penalty, which is expressed by
Equation (11).

γ (i) =

{
∞ Collision occurrence
0 otherwise

(11)

The second term stands for the traffic efficiency penalty,
which is weighted by ws.
The third term stands for the lane-change penalty, which is

weighted by wl .
The fourth item stands for the lane-change penalty supple-

ment, which can especially suppress the side slip of the ego
vehicle, and wθ weights this item.
The fifth item stands for the centerline penalty for

deviating from the lane centerline, and wm weights this
item.

Thus, the optimal node trajectory for the ego vehicle can
be obtained by the DP algorithm. To improve computational
efficiency and avoid dimensionality curses, the grid of the
road model should not be meshed densely for node traversal.
The coarse trajectory can be presented by points pi with
Frenet coordinates (si, li, ti), i∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . ,k} at equal time
interval1T , where k stands for the maximum value of reced-
ing horizon.

To make the coarse trajectory easy to be followed by the
ego vehicle, it is necessary to refine the coarse trajectory.
It is a simple effort to interpolate n small-distance points
pij (j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n) with equal intervals between two
adjacent points pi, thus the detailed trajectory can be obtained.
The time interval 1t between adjacent small-distance points
is fixed, so the ego vehicle travels at a constant velocity
between the interpolated point series pij.

Vsj = (Si(j+1) − Sij)/1t (12)

V lj = (li(j+1)−lij)/1t (13)

1t = 1T/n (14)

The distances between the adjacent large-distance points pi
obtained by the DP algorithm are often different, which can
lead to sudden changes in the velocity of Vsj and Vlj, which
are expressed by Equation (12) - (14). Thus, it will cause
both asi and ali to be infinite at point pi. Due to the inertia of
the rotational and translational parts of the ego vehicle, it is
impossible to physically follow such a coarse trajectory with
sudden state change.

Fig. 2 shows the detailed trajectory obtained by equal
interval interpolation of the coarse trajectory in the sampling
horizon on the sock-shaped track. The detailed trajectory
shown in Fig. 2 has several obvious inflections visible to
our naked eye at the footprints marked by hollow rectangles,
which are not feasible for the ego vehicle to follow. Further
improvement is needed to ensure the trajectory velocity is
continuous, and the trajectory state of the ego vehicle can be
controllable.
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FIGURE 2. Footprint of the detailed trajectory with DP algorithm (Solid
line: Detailed trajectory; Dashed line: Road reference line of left lane;
Hollow rectangle: Ego vehicle; Solid rectangle: Cooperative vehicle)
(SVG, Zoom Support).

III. SMOOTHING COARSE TRAJECTORY
In a traffic setting, it is not feasible to directly interpolate the
coarse trajectory of the DP algorithm with equal intervals to
obtain the vehicle waypoints. Although the detailed trajectory
obtained in this way is continuous in position, the velocity is
often discontinuous and unsmooth, which does not conform
to the kinematics requirement of the vehicle entity.

To address the issue that detailed trajectories are infeasible
for the ego vehicle to follow, we propose other interpolation
methods to smooth the coarse trajectory such as quintic poly-
nomial interpolation, and Bezier curve interpolation. These
interpolation schemes can ensure the planned trajectory to be
smooth, that is, the corresponding displacement and velocity
can be continuous. We plan to improve the quality of the
coarse trajectory from the perspectives of smoothness, col-
lision safety, and efficiency.

A. QUINTIC POLYNOMIAL INTERPOLATION
High-order polynomials can easily fit many curves of dif-
ferent shapes passing through two fixed points, so that
large-distance points pi (i = 0,1,2, . . . , k) can be connected
by higher-order polynomial curves, and these points are
expressed by the coordinates (si li) in the Frenet frame. When
any two adjacent points pi are fitted to a curve, the initial
conditions such as position, velocity, and acceleration of
both points can just determine the coefficients of a quintic
polynomial. Therefore, the fitted curve is given by a quintic
polynomial as Equation (15) - (16), where ai is the coefficient
of any polynomial term.

s (t) = a5t5 + a4t4 + a3t3 + a2t2 + a1t+a0 (15)

l (t) = b5t5 + b4t4 + b3t3 + b2t2 + b1t+b0 (16)

The position coordinates of the key points pi in the
Frenet frame have been given by the DP algorithm, and
the corresponding velocity can be got in the following pre-
sentation. When the ego vehicle is overtaking or avoiding
obstacle vehicles around on-road traffic flow, the decoupled

trajectory s (t), which is a monotonically increasing function
with time t in the s component, can only move forward and
cannot go backward. Nevertheless, the decoupled trajectory
l (t) will reciprocate across the reference line of the lane to
avoid collision with the cooperative vehicles in the overtaking
behavior. Thus, the displacement of the ego vehicle in the l
component is no longer a monotonic function to time t .

For the initial curve segment p0p1 in the sampling horizon,
the first and last velocities along the s-axis can be expressed
by Equation (17) - (18), respectively.

Vss = (s(1)−s(0))/1T (17)

Ves = (s(2)−s(0))/(1T∗2) (18)

While for the final curve segment pk−1pk , the corre-
sponding velocities can be given by Equation (19) - (20),
respectively.

Vss = (s(k)−s(k−2))/(1T∗2) (19)

Ves = (s(k)−s(k−1))/1T (20)

For the middle curve segment pipi+1, these are given by
Equation (21) - (22), respectively.

Vss = (s(i+1)−s(i−1))/(1T∗2) (21)

Ves = (s(i+2)−s(i))/(1T∗2) (22)

Since the ego vehicle can change lanes continuously during
the overtaking maneuver, the coarse trajectory may recipro-
cate in the l component. There can exist many extreme points
of the decoupled trajectory l (t). It is not appropriate to take
the average velocity of the adjacent nodes for the extreme
point, which can cause the vehicle to rush out of the road
boundary at the extreme point.

For the final curve segment pk−1pk along the l- axis, the
first and last velocities can be given by Equation (23) - (24),
respectively.

Vsl = (l(k) − l(k − 1))/1T (23)

Vel = Vsl (24)

For the curve segment pipi+1 other than final one
along the l-axis, its first and last velocities are given by
Equation (25) - (26), respectively.

Vsl = (l(i+1)−l(i))/1T (25)

Vel = (l(i+2)−l(i+ 1))/1T (26)

If pipi+1 is not the first curve segment and [l(i+1)-l(i)][l(i)-
l(i-1)] < 0, the velocity of the first node is updated by
Equation (27).

Vsl= 0 (27)

The acceleration values of the adjacent first point and last
point of the curve segment pipi+1 in the Frenet frame can be
expressed as Equation (28).

ass = aes = Cs, asl = ael = Cl (28)

where Cs and Cl are all constants.
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FIGURE 3. Smoothed trajectory with quintic polynomial interpolation
(Solid line: Smoothed trajectory; Dashed line: Road reference line; Hollow
rectangle: Ego vehicle; Solid rectangle: Cooperative vehicle) (SVG, Zoom
Support).

Given the initial states of the first point and last point of
the curve segment, the coefficients of the quintic polynomial
curve can all be determined. By substituting the time t into
the Equation (15) - (16), the trajectory coordinate (s, l, t) of
the ego vehicle can be planned between the two key points
traversed by the DP algorithm. In addition to the planned
trajectory, the heading angle needs to be provided so that the
ego vehicle can follow the trajectory smoothly. The heading
angle θ1(t) of the road reference line can be added to the
trajectory coordinate, and the feasible trajectory coordinate
P(s, l, θ1, t) can be obtained to navigate the ego vehicle.
However, the tangent angle θ2(t) of the vehicle trajectory

with the quintic polynomial interpolation does not match the
heading angle θ1(t) in the Cartesian frame. To reduce the
crab-walking effect and improve the trajectory applicability
for the ego vehicle, Equation (29) can be used to compromise
θ1(t) and θ2(t) to make the vehicle trajectory smoother.

θ (t) = k1θ1(t) + k2θ2(t) (29)

where k1 and k2 are the weight coefficients respectively.
Ultimately, we can get the trajectory coordinate P(s, l,θ , t)

to navigate the ego vehicle. Fig. 3 shows the simulation pro-
cess for the smoothed trajectories with the quintic polynomial
interpolation. It can be seen that the trajectory becomes very
smooth at the key points with hollow rectangle, especially for
the 2nd or 3rd footprint.

B. BEZIER CURVE INTERPOLATION
The coarse trajectory coordinate (s, l, t) obtained by the DP
algorithm can be decomposed into sub-coordinate (s, t). For
n+1 corresponding control points p0(s0, t0), p1(s1, t1), . . . ,
pn(sn, tn), we connect these control points to form a control
polyline. The polyline can be approximated to a smooth
Bezier curve.

The waypoints of Bezier curve along the s-axis is deter-
mined by Equation (30), where C i

n is a combination formula
about n and i, and ξ is any bounded real variable.

s(i) =

∑n

i=0
C i
n(1−ξ )n−iξ ipi, ξ∈[0, 1] (30)

TABLE 1. Deviation rate of s value with Bezier curve interpolation.

TABLE 2. Deviation rate of l value with Bezier curve interpolation.

FIGURE 4. Interpolation of coarse trajectories with Bezier curve:
(a) Bezier curve with (s, t) (Left); (b) Bezier curve with (1, t) (Middle);
(c) Collision caused by large l deviation (Right). (SVG, Zoom Support).

Compared with a coarse trajectory case planned by the DP
algorithm, the deviation rate of the s coordinate of the key
point pi for the Bezier curve interpolation is shown in Tab. 1.
Similarly, the l component of Bezier curve interpolation

is determined by Equation (31), where C i
n is a combination

formula about n and i, and ξ is any bounded real variable.

l(i) =

∑n

i=0
C i
n(1−ξ )n−iξ iqi, ξ∈[0, 1] (31)

The deviation rate of the l coordinate of the key point pi is
shown in Tab. 2.

Fig. 4 shows the interpolation of coarse trajectories with
Bezier curves in 2D coordinate systems, respectively.

Fig. 4a and Fig. 4b are consistent with Tab. 1 and Tab. 2
in the coordinate value of key points. It can be seen that the
Bezier curves can only pass through the first and final key
points and be tangent to the head and tail of the polyline
segment formed by all key points. For strictly monotonic
s-polyline, the Bezier curve can follow the polyline segment
better, and the fitting errors are relatively small. While for
non-monotonic l-polyline, the deviation rate of Bezier curve
fitting trajectory at the key points are relatively large. As devi-
ating from the key points of the coarse trajectory, it can
collide with the cooperative vehicles. Fig. 4c shows that the
ego vehicle follows the smoothed trajectory interpolated by
Bezier curve, and collides with the red cooperative vehicle
for large l deviation from key points.
From the perspective of deviation rate, the trajectories

generated by equal interval interpolation and quintic polyno-
mial interpolation strictly pass through the key points, and
there exists no deviation from key points. However, Bezier
curve interpolation generates significant deviation near the
key points, shown in Fig. 4a and 4b.

Analysis from collision safety, the trajectories generated by
equal interval interpolation and quintic polynomial interpola-
tion do not collide with the surrounding vehicles in a dynamic
environment, as shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. While the tra-
jectory of Bezier curve interpolation collides in a dynamic
environment, as shown in Fig. 4c.
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TABLE 3. Execution time comparison with different Schemes.

FIGURE 5. 3D Trajectory comparison of different interpolation schemes:
a) Equal interval interpolation (Left); b) Quintic polynomial interpolation
(Middle); c)Bezier curve interpolation (Right). (HD, Zoom Support).

We compare the execution time of Matlab code of equal
interval interpolation, quintic polynomial interpolation, and
Bezier curve interpolation for random 6 times respectively,
as shown in Tab. 3.

The trajectory planning of the ego vehicle on the road
traffic scenarios needs to ensure real-time performance of
computation. It can be seen from Tab. 3 that the program
execution time of the equal interval interpolation, Scheme A,
is shortest of all schemes, and the time of the other schemes
is basically longer than an order of time magnitude. The com-
putation time of quintic polynomial interpolation to complete
the task is slightly longer than that of Bezier interpolation.
The program is performed in MATLAB 2020a and run on
a computer with a CPU of Intel i9-12900KF and a memory
of 32.0 GB. When using high-performance hardware and a
programming language with strong real-time, the computing
speed will be greatly improved.

Fig. 5 compares the 3D spatiotemporal trajectory curves
of three interpolation schemes for coarse trajectories. The
trajectory inflection of equal interval interpolation shown
in Fig. 5a are obvious. Although the trajectory of Bezier
curve interpolation shown in Fig. 5c is relatively smooth, the
shape distortion is more prominent. The trajectory of quintic
polynomial interpolation shown in Fig. 5b can well balance
smoothness and shape fidelity.

From the above discussion, we weighed the deviation
rate of key points, collision safety, planning efficiency, and
smoothness, and therefore chose the trajectory of quintic
polynomial interpolation as the smoothed trajectory for ego
vehicle, and further discuss will be conducted thereinafter.

IV. NUMERICAL OPTIMIZATION OF SMOOTHED
TRAJECTORY
According to our preliminary analysis, the smoothed trajec-
tory created using quintic polynomial interpolation demon-
strates favorable collision safety. However, it is important to

FIGURE 6. Outline overlap principle to check collision of vehicles: a)
Vehicle B enters into the outline of vehicle A (Left); b) Vehicle A enters
into the outline of vehicle B (Right). (HD, Zoom Support).

note that apart from the key points of the coarse trajectory, the
interpolation points of other waypoints may still pose a risk
of colliding with the road boundary or cooperative vehicles,
especially in extreme settings. To ensure the safety of all way-
points along the smoothed trajectory, further optimization is
necessary.

A. BUILDING COLLISION-FREE TUNNEL
Both the ego vehicle and the cooperative vehicles can be
simplified as rectangles for collision detection, and the coor-
dinate positions of these rectangles can be reliably obtained
through onboard sensors or edge clouds. A collision is consid-
ered to occur when the rectangle of the ego vehicle overlaps
that of cooperative vehicles.

Fig. 6 depicts a schematic diagram of checking a collision
between two vehicles. If any discrete point of one vehicle
enters the bounding contour of another one, a collision is
sure to occur. Fig. 6a shows the collision judgment principle
of vehicle B entering the outline of vehicle A. To prevent
negligence caused by the complete inclusion, it is necessary
to simultaneously judge whether any discrete point of vehicle
A enters the boundary outline of vehicle B. Fig. 6b shows
the judgment schematic of vehicle A entering the boundary
outline of vehicle B.

When driving on curvy roads, the trajectory of the front
and rear axle centers does not coincide. To prevent collision
accidents, it is necessary to determine safe driving zones for
the front and rear axles separately.

To find a safety zone of point P for the center of the rear
axle of the ego vehicle in Fig. 7a, the vehicle contour can be
expanded around the ego vehicle. The maximum extension
vector is defined by the vector dlim as in Equation (32) - (34).

dlim = [dw, dL , dw, dL]T (32)

dw = wL − wB (33)

dL = 2 ∗ (wL − wB) (34)

where the vector dlim is composed of the maximum extension
distance from the left edge, rear one, right one, and front one
of the ego vehicle, respectively. wL stands for the lane width,
and wB stands for the vehicle width.
The vehicle contour is expanded in four different direc-

tions within a constant step. It is necessary to judge whether
the expanded vehicle contour collides with the cooperative
vehicles or the road boundaries for each expansion. If there
is a collision in a certain direction or the expansion distance
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FIGURE 7. Schematic of the safety zone for the front and rear axles: a)
Overall view (Top); b) Partially enlarged view (Bottom). (HD, Zoom
Support).

exceeds the component of dlim, the expansion along this
direction is terminated, while the expansion in other direc-
tions continues. The extension vector doff can be determined
outside the four different directions in Equation (35).

doff = [doff 1, doff 2, doff 3, doff 4]T (35)

where the vector doff is composed of the actual extension
distance from the left edge, the rear one, the right one, and
the front one of the ego vehicle, respectively.

With the offsets of doff 1,doff 2, doff 3 and doff 4 respectively
around the point P, the rectangle ABCD can be obtained in
Fig. 7a. The rectangular ABCD is the safety zone of the center
of the rear axle of the ego vehicle. Similarly, the rectangular
EFGH is the safety area of the front axle in Fig. 7a.
If any component of vector doff is equal to 0, it means

that the ego vehicle collides with the cooperative vehicles
or the road boundaries at the current waypoint. To avoid the
over-complicated graph near point P in Fig. 7a, we examine
another waypoint W (x, y) in the smoothed trajectory. Sup-
pose that there exists a case where a certain component of the
vector doff of waypointW is equal to 0. It is necessary to find
a new collision-free waypoint around the current waypoint
W (x, y) with a certain step size. The method is to traverse a
new point in the vicinity of the pointW along the spiral point
series W1,W2,W3,W4,W5, . . . ,Wi, . . . until there exist four
non-zero margins in all the directions of some point Wi. The
spiral point series is gradually away from the pointW . When
the PointWi is found, it is the alternate trajectorywaypointW ′

for the original smoothed trajectory waypointW in Fig.7b.

The waypoints of the alternate trajectory (Pink solid dot)
and the waypoints of the smoothed trajectory without col-
lision risk (Blue solid dot) together constitute the amended
trajectory waypoints. Fig. 7b is a partially enlarged view of
Fig. 7a, and Fig. 7b details the process of searching for an
alternate trajectory waypoint with a spiral line.

xrt1 = x − doff 2cosθ − doff 1sinθ
yrt1 = y+ doff 1cosθ − doff 2sinθ
xrt2=x + doff 4cosθ − doff 1sinθ
yrt2 = y+doff 1cosθ + doff 4sinθ
xrt3 = x+doff 4cosθ + doff 3sinθ
yrt3 = y− doff 3cosθ + doff 4sinθ
xrt4 = x − doff 2cosθ + doff 3sinθ
yrt4 = y− doff 3cosθ − doff 2sinθ


(36)

The coordinates, A(xrt1, yrt1), B(xrt2, yrt2), C(xrt3, yrt3)
and D(xrt4, yrt4), of the four vertices of the rectangle ABCD,
which marks the safety rectangular zone around the center
of the rear axle of the ego vehicle, can be expressed as
Equation (36), where the coordinate (x, y) is the center of
the rear axle of the ego vehicle, the vector doff is defined by
Equation (35) and θ is the heading angle of ego vehicle of
smoothed trajectory.

The coordinates, E(xft1, yft1), F(xft2, yft2), G(xft3, yft3),
and H (xft4, yft4), of the four vertices of the rectangle EFGH,
which marks the safety rectangular zone around the center
of the front axle of the ego vehicle, can be expressed as
Equation (37).

xft1 = xrt1 + Lrf cos θ, yft1 = yrt1 + Lrf sin θ

xft2 = xrt2 + Lrf cos θ, yft2 = yrt2 + Lrf sin θ

xft3 = xrt3 + Lrf cos θ, yft3 = yrt3 + Lrf sin θ

xft4 = xrt4 + Lrf cos θ, yft4 = yrt4 + Lrf sin θ

 (37)

where Lrf is the wheelbase of the ego vehicle and θ is the
heading angle of the ego vehicle of smoothed trajectory.

Thus, the rear safety zone of the center of the rear axle,
illustrated by the red rectangle ABCD in Fig. 7a, and the front
safety zone of the front axle, illustrated by the black rect-
angle EFGH in Fig. 7a, are both obtained by Equation (36)
and (37). When the waypoint corresponding to the center of
the rear axle update forward along the amended trajectory,
the rear safety zone and the front safety zone all update. The
envelope of numerous rectangles of the rear safety zone are
superimposed to form the collision-free tunnel of the rear axle
center with the red hollow rectangles in Fig. 8. Likewise,
that of the front safety zone are superimposed together to
form the collision-free tunnel of the front axle center with the
black hollow rectangles in the same figure. Fig. 8 also shows
the footprints of key points of the coarse trajectory for five
cooperative vehicles.

B. TRAJECTORY CONSTRAINT OPTIMIZATION
We have built two unobstructed safety tunnels for the ego
vehicle, constraining the center of the rear axle and that
of the front axle respectively, along the amended trajectory.
These collision-free tunnels can serve as position constraints
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FIGURE 8. Collision-free tunnels of the center of the rear and the front
axle (Red Rectangle: Tunnel of the rear axle; Black Rectangle: Tunnel of
the front axle) (SVG, Zoom Support).

FIGURE 9. Vehicle kinematics model of the ego vehicle.

of the ego vehicle for subsequent numerical optimization of
trajectory. The replanned trajectories are always safe from
the cooperative vehicle and road boundary as long as the
axle centers of the ego vehicle are within the corresponding
safety tunnels. Since there are infinitely feasible trajectories
for the ego vehicle to travel, we need to add other constraints
and construct an effective cost function to ultimately find the
optimal trajectory for the ego vehicle.

In addition to the tunnel safety constraint, the motion of
the ego vehicle must also meet the constraint of the vehicle
kinematics model, so that the vehicle entity can run smoothly.
We build a 2-DOF vehicle kinematics model of the ego
vehicle, as shown in Fig. 9.

The state vector can be defined as Equation (38)

ξ (t) =
[
x, y, v, θ, δ, xf , yf

]T (38)

where (x, y) and (xf , yf ) respectively stand for the positions
of the rear and front axle center of the ego vehicle, v stands
for the velocity of the rear axle of the ego vehicle, θ stands
for the heading angle of the ego vehicle, and δ stands for the
steering angle of the front wheel of the ego vehicle.

Assuming that the axle loads of the front axle and the
rear one of the ego vehicle are equal, the velocity difference
between the center of the front axle and the rear axle is
negligible, and the slip angle of the vehicle is small. The

differential equation (39) - (43) of vehicle motion can be
obtained from the vehicle kinematics model, and each state
of the ego vehicle must satisfy the constraint of these equa-
tions [34].

ẋ = v cos
(

θ +
δ

2

)
(39)

ẏ = v sin
(

θ +
δ

2

)
(40)

θ̇ =
v cos

(
δ
2

)
tan δ

Lrf
(41)

xf = x + Lrf cosθ (42)

yf = y+ Lrf sinθ (43)

The control vector can be defined as Equation (44)

u (t) = [v, δ]T (44)

The trajectory optimization presented subsequently is a
constrained nonlinear program (NLP)which consists of a cost
function and several constraint conditions. We can model the
constrained problem as Equation (45) and use the interior
point method to obtain a feasible trajectory for the ego vehi-
cle.

Minimize f (ξ (t) , u (t)) ,t∈ [0, tf ]

s.t. ci (ξ (t) , u (t)) ≤ 0,i= 1, 2, . . . ,k

hi (ξ (t) , u (t)) = 0,j= 1, 2, . . . ,l (45)

where f (ξ (t) , u (t)) and ci (ξ (t) , u (t)) are both convex and
second-order differentiable, and tf represents the maximum
time of the receding horizon.

The cost function f(ξ (t), u(t)) is defined as Equation (46)

f (ξ (t), u(t)) =

∫ tf

0
wξ

∥∥ξ − ξref
∥∥2 dt +

∫ tf

0
wu∥u̇∥2dt

+

∫ tf

0
wθ

∥∥θ − θtraj
∥∥2 dt (46)

where wξ ,wu, and wθ are all weighting vectors for each
error term, and ξref = [xref , yref , θref , xfref ,yfref ]T is the
amended trajectory state of the vehicle kinematics model,
and θtraj (t) = [θamen, θfren]T is the nominal heading angle.
θamen and θfren respectively represent the heading angle of the
amended trajectory of the ego vehicle and that of the road
reference line in the Frenet frame.

The first term of the polynomial in Equation (46) rep-
resents the weighted cumulative error between the current
vehicle state and the amended trajectory state of kinematics
model. The second term represents the fluctuation error of the
current control vector defined by Equation (44). And the third
term represents the cumulative error of the current heading
vector deviating from the nominal vector. The error compo-
nent of ∥θ − θamen∥ guides the ego vehicle to drive along the
direction of the amended trajectory, and the component of∥∥θ − θfren

∥∥ guides the ego vehicle to drive along the s-axis
direction.
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TABLE 4. Simulation scenarios with two cases.

FIGURE 10. Safety tunnels of the trajectories of the ego vehicle: a) Case A
(Left); b) Case B (Right). (SVG, Zoom Support).

The first constraint inequality with Equation (45) is the
position constraint of the center of the rear axle and that of
the front axle within the corresponding tunnel safety zones,
respectively. The safety zones enclosed by the rectangle of
the front and rear axles of the ego vehicle are both convex
ones, which satisfies the condition of the optimal solution.

The second constraint equality with Equation (45) stands
for the differential equations of vehicle kinematics with (39)
- (43) and the initial settings of the state profiles.
Based on the sampling time of the road grid, the cost

function represented by Equation (46) and the corresponding
constraint conditions can all be discretized, and then the NLP
problem can be solved numerically.

V. TRAJECTORY SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS
Trajectory planning with dynamic traffic flow is simulated
in a sock-like track, which includes different segments, such
as straight line, right-turn, U-turn, and left-turn. The initial
position, terminal position, velocity, and other parameters of
five cooperative vehicles can be randomly generated in the
simulation scenarios.

To compare the trajectory planning result, Tab. 4 gives the
initial position and velocity of the ego vehicle with Case A
and Case B. For the parameters in Tab. 4, S0 stands for the
initial position along the s-axis, L0 stands for that along the
l-axis, Se stands for the final position along the s-axis, and v
stands for the velocity of the cooperative vehicle in the reced-
ing horizon. Since the ego vehicle has many maneuvers, such
as overtaking, ACC, or lane-changing, its velocity changes all
the time in the receding horizon.

Fig. 10 shows the safety tunnels of amended trajectories
for both Case A and Case B with the scenarios profiled by
Tab. 4. The subsequent NLP optimization of the trajectories
of the ego vehicle would be constrained within the tunnels.

Fig. 11 shows the footprints of all vehicles in the respective
simulation scenarios of the two cases corresponding to Tab. 4,

FIGURE 11. Footprints of all vehicles during the receding horizon: a) Case
A (Left); b) Case B (Right). (HD, Zoom Support).

where the hollow rectangles represent the ego vehicle and
the solid ones represent the cooperative vehicles. It can be
seen that the ego vehicle constantly changes lanes to avoid
collision and overtakes the cooperative vehicles, and indeed
the NLP optimization algorithm can plan feasible trajectories
in both cases.

In both cases depicted in the receding horizon of Fig. 11,
the long footprint of any vehicle indicates that the vehicle’s
velocity is high, while the short one indicates that the velocity
is low. In Fig. 11a, the red vehicle travels the longest distance,
corresponding to the track position from 46.9m to 197.6m
along the s-axis in Tab. 4, and the average velocity is 15.1m/s.
In the same case, the pink vehicle travels the shortest distance,
which corresponds to the track position from 75.5m to 99.7m
along the s-axis in Tab. 4, and the average velocity is 2.4m/s.
In Fig. 11b, the red vehicle travels the longest distance,
corresponding to the track position from 97.8m to 225.9m
along the s-axis in Tab. 4, and the average velocity is 12.8m/s.
In the same case, the pink vehicle travels the shortest distance,
which corresponds to the track position from 23.4m to 28.1m
along the s-axis in Tab. 4, and the average velocity is 0.5m/s.
In the two cases shown in Tab. 4, it happens that the red
cooperative vehicles are both the fastest and the pink ones
are both the slowest.

For Case A with Tab. 4, the velocities of the five coop-
erative vehicles are high on the whole, and the initial
s-coordinate values of green and orange vehicles with rela-
tively close velocities are quite different, thus the traffic flow
formed by the cooperative vehicles is relatively smooth. It can
be seen from Fig. 11a that the trajectory of the ego vehi-
cle planned by the NLP optimization algorithm is relatively
gentle, and the trajectory curvature of the lane-changing is
relatively small as the ego vehicle travels along the track.
While for Case B, the velocities of cooperative vehicles are
generally lower than those in Case A. In particular, the mean
velocity of the pink vehicles in Case B is low to 0.5m/s,
which is almost equivalent to the stationary obstacle vehicle
on the road. And the initial s-coordinates of the blue, green
and orange vehicles are relatively close at 90.0m, 66.1m and
74.7m, respectively. The velocities of these vehicles are also
close, and they occupy the left and right lanes from the initial
waypoints of the receding horizon. These data indicate that
the traffic flow composed of cooperative vehicles in Case B
is relatively congested. It can be seen from Fig. 11b that an
emergency lane-change with the trajectory of the ego vehicle,
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FIGURE 12. Trajectories and partial footprints of all vehicles: a) Case A
(Left); b) Case B (Right). (Dashed line: Road reference line; Blue line:
Smoothed trajectory Red line: Amended trajectory; Black line: Optimized
trajectory) (SVG, Zoom Support).

and the curvature of the lane-change trajectory is relatively
large when the ego vehicle travels along the track to the left
lane. Compared with case A, the overall velocity of the ego
vehicle in case B is lower because the traffic scene of case B
is more congested. The result is that the footprints of the ego
vehicle in Fig. 11b show that the vehicle does not travel the
full track in the receding horizon.

Key footprints of all vehicles along the track are given for
both cases in Fig. 12. The dashed black line between the road
boundary lines in the figure represents the left road reference
line, the solid blue one represents the smoothed trajectory
of the rear axle center of the ego vehicle, the solid red one
represents the amended trajectory of that, and the solid black
one represents the NLP optimization trajectory.

Fig. 12 presents clear comparisons among the smoothed
trajectory, the amended trajectory, and the optimized trajec-
tory in both cases. The majority of segments in the smoothed
trajectory and the amended trajectory coincide, with only
a few segments exhibiting differences. However, there are
significant differences between the smoothed trajectory and
the optimized trajectory. During the preparation stage of the
first right turn in case A, the amended trajectory deviates
from the smoothed trajectory due to the quintic polynomial
curve interpolation, causing the left side of the ego vehicle
to collide with the road boundary. To obtain the amended
trajectory, the trajectory of the center of the rear axle was
replanned by identifying free-collision waypoints along a
spiral line around the smoothed trajectory. Although the curve
of the amended trajectory is more rugged, the corresponding
ego vehicle successfully enters the safety tunnel. Similarly,
in case B, the smoothed trajectory of the ego vehicle collides
with the left boundary at the initial segment of the top track.
However, the amended trajectory avoids the left boundary
with a bulge. At the end of the right turn for case A, the
amended trajectory exhibits two discontinuous bulging seg-
ments in the left direction of the smoothed trajectory. These
two bulging segments are a result of the ego vehicle colliding
with Veh 2 during the overtaking maneuver. Fortunately, the
optimized trajectory can completely smooth out the bulging
segments mentioned above in the amended trajectory.

Fig. 13 depicts the velocities and steering angles of the
front wheel trajectories for three types of trajectories in case
A and case B. These trajectories include the smoothed tra-
jectory, the amended trajectory, and the optimized trajectory,

FIGURE 13. Comparison of velocities and steering angles of planned
trajectories for both cases: a) Velocities (Case A (Top left) and Case B
(Top right)); b) Steering angles of front wheel (Case A (Bottom left) and
Case B (Bottom right)). (SVG, Zoom Support).

which are the output results of the lower, middle, and upper
planners in the hierarchical trajectory planner, respectively.

In Case A of Fig. 13, besides the curve difference between
waypoints No. 25-65, the trajectory curves of velocity and
steering angle closely align with the lower and middle plan-
ner. The disparity in the trajectory curves between velocity
and steering wheel angle primarily stems from the waypoint
correction performed using the spiral search method. Follow-
ing the correction, there are certain segments in the trajectory
that are not smooth, leading to abrupt fluctuations in the
curves of velocity and steering wheel angle.

In Case B of Fig. 13, except for the curve difference
between waypoints No. 140-180, the trajectory curves of
velocity and steering angle align perfectly with the lower and
middle planner.

On the whole, Fig. 13 manifests that the trajectory planned
by the middle planner only considers the safety of the tra-
jectory, and there exist oscillations of velocity and steering
angle, while the trajectory planned by the upper planner not
only considers the safety of the trajectory, but also considers
the vehicle kinematics characteristics. The upper trajectory
obtained by numerical solution can not only avoid collision,
but also be smooth and feasible for the on-board controller of
the ego vehicle.

VI. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a hierarchical framework of trajectory
planning for connected and automated vehicles in com-
plex traffic scenarios. The proposed framework consists of
three layers: the coarse trajectory layer, the smoothed tra-
jectory layer, and the tunnel optimization layer. Each higher
level in the hierarchy enhances performance and refines the
trajectory generated by the lower level. All trajectory algo-
rithms proposed in this study have been thoroughly validated
through simulation experiments, which can be accessed on
the attached website.
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The planner proposed in this study demonstrates the fol-
lowing characteristics:

1)The trajectory generation using the coarse trajectory
planning method, which combines the DP algorithm and
quintic polynomial interpolation, demonstrates high effi-
ciency, minimal errors in key waypoints, and maintains a
continuous state.

2)The spiral search method is employed to identify safe
waypoints for those with collision risk, and the amended
trajectory is formed by combining the newwaypoints with the
original ones that do not pose a collision risk. The amended
trajectory forms safety tunnels that can be utilized as zones
for constrained optimization.

3)The nonlinear optimized trajectory not only guarantees
collision safety, but also ensures smooth changes in velocity
and the corresponding front wheel angle of the planned tra-
jectory with minimal jitter. This facilitates trajectory tracking
by the physical actuator.

Future research will focus on integrating trajectory plan-
ning with traffic perception to develop safer trajectories. This
integration will involve predicting the lateral driving inten-
tions of cooperative vehicles, which will enable the planner
to generate trajectories that prioritize safety.
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